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Old Testament and the New Testament together are our only sourace of

facts about eternal things. There is absolutely no other and in them we

have God's revelation which is our only means of access to these facts

and if we are going to know anything about them we have to do it in this

way. The world today is groping and longing for some explanation of

eteranl things. There is today a courosity and uncertainity surpassing

almost any period in the past. I read in the Popular iagazine recently

that youth is searching for something to be/// believe. That youth

is desiring a philosophy of life and not finding anything that is satisfac ory

Our country has been so premiated with the idea that the Bible is not

dependable as a source of facts that people are not looking to it for the

answer to these problesms. They thingk it is some sort of a queer

(10) alright for people that are a little bit queer but to them

they want something that is solid and factual and actually there is nothg

more factual nothing more so than the scripture. And it is just as
(lo)

scientific as anything that can be possibly be known in any sphere

And oh if we would only get these facts to people. If we would bring

to people the realization that it is just as reasonable to go for facts

of eternal things to the Bible as it is to go for facts about China to

onw who has been there or facts about a watach, to the maker of the watc

What a difference it would make in their wi1lingiess to look in this dirtion.

I don't mean of course to say that you would win them to Christ simply

this, I mean that you would remove an obstacle that keeps them from lloing

in this direction. Conversion is the wok of the Holy Spirit. Conversion)

requires a feeling g5f' of one's ineadequecy of ones sin of ones need of

a Saviour and no argument, no discussion will, ever thake the place of it.

But people have had so much of false view and false attitude given that

I think a tremendoucs help is given toward winning them for the tu.reth of

Christ by giving then understanding of what it actually means to t conside

the Bible as being a revelation form God as being our means of getting fac S
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in this thing. But before we close this morning, I want to briefly to ch
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